
MED-M200 NEOMOUNTS BY NEWSTAR MEDICAL WORK
Neomounts by Newstar Medical Mobile

Stand for Laptop, keyboard & mouse,

Height Adjustable - White

The Neomounts by Newstar medical laptop cart, model MED-M200 is a mobile workplace for

laptop, keyboard and mouse. This laptop cart is a great choice for space saving placement

or when wall-, ceiling mounting or desk placement is not an option. This cart stretches your

investment by sharing a workplace over multiple rooms like hospitals. Get optimal positioning

for both standing and seated users, in any part of your location. 

Neomounts by Newstars? laptop cart increases the use of computing in numerous

environments like hospitals, offices, schools, workshops and so on. By using an ergonomic

cart neck- and back complaints can be avoided. The cart is easily height adjustable from 83

to 108 centimetres. An innovative cable management conceals and routes cables. Hide your

cables to keep the workplace nice, tidy and easy to clean.

Neomounts by Newstars' laptop cart, MED-M200 holds your laptop in a secure lockable

cabinet and even hides your cables. The heavy duty casters allow the stand to move it to

where you need it. Easily roll this cart through doorways and over thresholds.

Neomounts by Newstar MED-M200 is suitable for laptops up to 17,3" (42 cm). Different mice

and keyboards can be used on the adjustable keyboard and mouse holder. The total weight

capacity of this cart is 5 kilogram. Open-architecture design accommodates most laptops

including widescreens easing future hardware deployments and upgrades. Speedy assembly

and installation.

All installation material is included with the product.

SPECIFICATIONS

Color

Depth

Height

Height adjustment

Max. screen size

Max. weight

Min. screen size

Min. weight

Screens

Swivel (degrees)

Type

Warranty

Width

EAN code

White

44 cm

83 - 108 cm

Gasspring

17

5

10

0

1

360°

Swivel

5 year

60 cm

8717371446550
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